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Abstract Data management is one in every of the difficult problems perpetually in grid computing and its
environments. As a result of grid computing systems and its applications deals with terribly giant
information set, attributable to heterogeneous grid resources that happiness to totally different
organizations and locations with different access policies. Providing security for grid is neither a simple nor
a tough task. With this abundant interest, security becomes necessary to produce authentication,
authorization, resource protection, secure communication, information confidentiality, information
integrity, trust policies management, user key and document management, service protection, and network
security. During this proposal we have a tendency to square measure planning to give security for the
resources mistreatment thereforeme reliable security mechanism so on preserve the heterogeneous
information gift within the distributed systems. And conjointly focusing, however with efficiency integrate
and method the info set from the heterogeneous atmosphere and in information integration strategies, that
determine records belongs to a similar cluster of person who reside in multiple locations, square measure
essential to those efforts.

Keyword: grid computing, data integartion, grid security, large data set, heterogeneous resources.

I. Introduction

A. Grid Computing

There has been a surge of interest in grid computing, a way to enlist large numbers of machines to work on
multipart computational problems such as circuit analysis or mechanical design. There are excellent
reasons for this attention among scientists, engineers, and business executives. Grid computing enables the
use and pooling of computer and data resources to solve complex mathematical problems. The technique is
the latest development in an evolution that earlier brought forth such advances as distributed computing,
the worldwide web, and collaborative computing.

Herer We need one supervised system with enough memory and well computation power, but in this world
no single system has been such kind of things as like our expectation. So we need to combine together few
systems to make one cluster system. This cluster system can run the application with more size. But our
problem is having all data set in different place. Cluster formation can happen with few systems only. And
also we need more processing power and computation power. And can’t expect such things from cluster
system.

To avoid this problem, can go for grid system. We may call this as group of cluster can form a grid system.
In this grid system ,have multiple clusters in each and every data set. So, execution in the form of searching,
matching everything is possible in data set. Because, each dataset has their own cluster system, so execution
is easy. Finally, the interdomain security solutions used for grids should be able to interoperate with, rather
than replace, the varied intradomain access management technologies inevitably encountered in individual
domains..[1] [2] [9].
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account number, mobile phone number, landline phone number, email addresses. These shall be the
criteria which the resident of the card may detail the authority with.[3] [13]

The working style of India’s’s large dataset card is based on 16 digit number. In which 12 digits only shown
to public, and remaining 4 digits use for official purpose.

Upon the loss of the UID number, the card holder will have to go through a series of processes for the
Identity Check and perhaps, since this process is a bit expensive, they will have to pay a small sum of money
to the authority. [ a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 10 a11 a12]

India’s’s Large dataset number schema will actually have not even 12 digits but only 11 digits. The 1st number
will be the Implicit Version Number while the second, be the Check digit. So, that means that the large
dataset number will only have 11 digits which really matters.

The numbers in UID will be non repeating and non traceable or predictable and will be generated through
computer algorithms. [13]

B. Access Method

The amount of accessing methods of those data sets is heavy, because we have to refer all the data set
concurrently in order to get their information. Each and every data set are located in different location.
Accessing of those sets is not quite easy, and also can’t expect uniqueness over there because each data sets
have their own behavior.

Here we have to concentrate one thing primarily. That is data accuracy because user are getting
information from different data set which are very huge in size, and also they have huge amount of entries.
So when retrieve information from those data sets may have chance to get duplicate information like
redundant data and modified data.

Second thing is accessing speed. We already know each data set is located in different location. Accessing of
entire data set from single place is not easy. They need huge algorithms to implement this method.

C. Grid Security

We introduce the grid security downside with an example illustrated in Figure 1.1 . this instance, though
somewhat contrived, captures necessary components of real applications.

III. Security Needs

Grid systems and applications could need any or all of the normal security functions, together with
authentication, access control, integrity, privacy, and nonrepudiation. during this paper, we tend to focus
totally on problems with authentication and access control. Speci cally, we tend to get to (1) give
authentication solutions that enable a user, the processes that comprise a user\'s computation, and also the
resources utilized by those processes, to verify every other\'s identity; and (2) enable native access
management mechanisms to be applied while not modification, whenever doable. As are mentioned in
Section four, authentication forms the inspiration of a security policy that permits numerous native security
policies to be integrated into a global framework.

In developing a security design that meets these needs, we tend to additionally opt to satisfy the subsequent
constraints derived from the characteristics of the grid surroundings and grid applications:
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IV. Proposed Method

The amount of accessing methods of those data sets is heavy, because we have to refer all the data set
concurrently in order to get their information. Each and every data set are located in different location.
Accessing of those sets is not quite easy, and also we can’t expect uniqueness over there because each data
set have their own behavior. If we need all the data sets to be response quickly and perfectly means we have
to change or modify those data set into similar style, like create or modify existing all data sets with more or
less similar conditions, their working style, the way of accessing those sets, way of response of those data set
should be same manner.

Here we create 13 digits id as large dataset card number.

[a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13]

a1 – state a2 – district a3 taluk a4 –village
a5 – street a6 door number a7 name of holder
a8 date of birth of holder a9 – gender a10 license
number a11 ration card number a12 pan card
number a13 passport number

In this method passport dataset contains mobile number, landline number, E mail address in their data set.

Our proposed work is, we have to assign id for each state, each district, each taluk, each village, and each
street. Once we assigned id to those we can retrieve easily from them. By doing like this we have to design
data sets in the form of [a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10]

First nine fields should be same for all data sets. Next one field will change depends on their pattern. So we
have to make entry of data in data set in above form. Above form is an example for license database. Here
a10 indicates license number. How can we achieve this?

For that first when we enter the license holder’s information in data set, that should follow the above
manner like state, district, taluk, village, street, door no, holder’s name, date of birth, and gender at last
license card number. If we have license number like this, we can retrieve license number of holder from
their license card data set very easy by matching first nine digit number of both large dataset card number
and license card number.

Similarly in ration card data set a11 indicates ration card number. If we store ration card information in
ration card data set like this , we can get information by comparing first nine digits number of both large
dataset card and ration card. Because first nine digits is common for all data set, and next field only will get
modify depends on their information. If its ration card data set then ration card number of particular holder
information is there. If its pan card data set then a12th field consists of pan card number. Similarly in
passport data set a 13th field indicates passport number. We can do one thing here,When we make passport
data set we can include holder’s optional information like landline number, mobile number, E mail address.
When we retrieve passport information of particular holder it also retrieves mobile number, landline
number, E mail address.

At last our work is, We have to make all the information in data set should be in the form of digits, and
have to assign number for each state, district, taluk, and village, street and also these are all act as primary
key. What do you mean by primary key, it’s a key attribute which is a combination of both unique value and
not null value? So we assign state, district, taluk, village, street number as a primary key. Once we assigned
we can retrieve those information by using query statement. By writing query for that we can retrieve
information from those data set and will display easily.
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“our method is just one time effort…once we did it we can use our system life long.”

Efficient method: To find / locate the database

Set id length of 13 bit id or more for database

Set every two digits for locations and to identify the data base

Use unique method (solution of problem identified) for find the required data base.

When searching , use specific searching algorithm to make quick and search more easier

Here apply the parallel computation algorithm for process faster.

This can be run parallel in the entire existing database to retrieve the massive information.

A. Advantage

Less accessing time:

All the data set are created in same manner and also those details are presented in the form of id. We can
retrieve that information by id easily and also quickly. Wherever data set present we have used our id for
refer that.

“our system will retrieve information parallel from data sets and display the result quickly”

B. Overview Of Proposed Method
1) Key –Matching algorithm

We have unique id which is being call as a key. Our key match with key which is presented in each data set.
Once match found corresponding data will be displayed, else search until match found, for that we use
searching algorithm.

2) Searching Algorithm

Here we use hierarchical model for searching keys. All data set coming under one node, once we follow that
node we can find our data where tat present can find easily as soon as possible.

3) Parallel Processing Algorithm

Once we entered our id it should search all data set parallel and show result in main page. It is very hard to
implement. To solve this problem we need high computation power, from our point of view grid computing
resources solve this problem, because it has well computation power, so it can search this all data set
parallel and give result to main system.

C. Efficient Process / Work

1) Key – Matching Algorithm

We have a unique id is called as a key. That is matches with key, which is presented in each data set.

Id=a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10

Once match found, the corresponding data will be display, else search until match found, so we use
searching algorithm for that.

Int Key id;
If (key id==key id in db) then Match found;
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Else Search goes until match found;
End;

When we enter this id in our application it should match with corresponding ID which is present in
particular data set, because ID is present in data set and also in the same form. So searching is easy when
we use binary search. Because, in data set all the data present in hierarchical form, once the top element is
match then move into hierarchical order.

Here first match a1 with a1 for state, once it match move into their state’s district only, not other’s state’s
district. Similarly once district match move into corresponding taluk only and so on.

Once our ID till a9 is match it seems we found the address of particular holder. Once we find the address
further thing will be easier only.

2 ) Searching Algorithm

Here we use binary and parallel search algorithm for searching keys. All data coming under one node, once
we follow that node we can find our data easily as soon as possible.

Id=a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10

We can search data by using keys, because we have formed data set with keys only. So searching is easy as
much as possible.

If (a1==a1) Go to specific state;
If (a2==a2) Go to specific district;
....
If (a6==a6) Go to specific door no;
End;

Once we identify the address of the holder by key matching algorithm. ie. We have completed first 9 digits
process and we have remaining one digit only, it may vary depends on data set.

If it’s driving license its value is a10, a10, a11 ration card number, a12 pancard number, a13 passport
number.

Last digit is optional; it means if we need anyone of above we have to go for their data set individually. And
in passport number match with our id then corresponding holder’s phone number, mobile number, mail id
also can retrieve.

3) Parallel Processing Algorithm

Once we entered our id it should search all data set parallel and show result in main page. It is very hard to
implement. So solve this problem we need high computation power, from my point of view cluster system
solve this problem, because it has well computation power, so it can search this all data set parallel and give
result to main system. [2], [12], [6]
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